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For your next house move or same-day door to door furniture delivery, we’ve got you covered 7 days a week! Call 09-22 22 555 Monday to Saturday 7am to 7pm.
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Book your house move or same-day furniture delivery. We have got you covered. Call us 7 days a week, 7am to 7pm!










MOVING OR DELIVERY QUOTE




COMMERCIAL DELIVERY QUOTE











Book Movers Auckland with Moving Truck or Van
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2 MOVERS WITH DELIVERY VAN




2 Big 4 Your Car? Furniture deliveries Made Easy. Book Smart Express Movers.





INSTANT QUOTE
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TRADEME PICKUP & DELIVERY




Smart Express is the No. 1 Moving and Delivery Service Provider on TradeMe!





INSTANT QUOTE
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2 MOVERS WITH MOVING TRUCK




Movers Auckland, Tauranga and Hamilton. Book 7 Days 7am to 7pm.





FAST QUOTE
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Book 2 Auckland Movers with Van or Truck




Our Auckland moving and delivery trucks are ideal for any small flat or large house move. No move is too small or too big for our Smart Express Movers. We are a reliable, experienced and affordable moving company.





BOOK NOW











We Deliver For Major Furniture Retailers Auckland Wide
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OUR MISSION IS TO PROVIDE A 5 STAR SERVICE FOR EVERY CUSTOMER!






“I highly recommend this company! We moved from Auckland to Tauranga and they made our move so smooth. We had a lot of stuff but they still accommodated us and made sure they sort out options for us. They gave quality service and we had no damage or missing items and they communicated with us effectively. All at a very affordable price compared to other moving companies. Our family would like to thank the staff! We recommend Smart Express Movers.” Steven Ben ★★★★★
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“To the fantastic Smart Express Movers Team! Our heartfelt thanks for your time, energy and efforts in getting the Healthvision Bay of Plenty office up and running and fully functional. We are so impressed how smooth the relocation went! We immensely appreciate your assistance and support at such short notice. Your Smart Express movers were friendly and helpful and constantly asked throughout the move how they could assist our staff further.” The Healthvision Team ★★★★★
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1,200 Google Reviews – 4.8 Star Rating









600 Facebook Reviews




1,700 TradeMe Reviews




17 Years Experience
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WESTPAC BUSINESS AWARD WINNER FOR CUSTOMER SERVICE 2020




Auckland, Tauranga and Hamilton Moving Company.




We were finalists at the Westpac Business Awards in 2016, 2017, 2018 and winners in 2019. In 2020 we won Best of The Best for Excellence In Customer Service Delivery!





ABOUT US
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		RECENT BLOG POSTS


			
					$150 Farro Hamper Giveaway As We Welcome In 2024!
									
	
					Get to know Hayley Heyes our General Manager
									
	
					Move with confidence, move with Smart Express this Easter Weekend.
									
	
					Smart Express is hiring a Dispatcher – Auckland
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review us on
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[image: Olivia Meo-Groser]
Olivia Meo-Groser1712118163

Thanks so much to Hamish and team, they were incredibly prompt, friendly and efficient.  Can't recommend highly enough!



[image: Steve Barry]
Steve Barry1711871456

We had a great moving experience with Smart Express. Yad and Guri were on time, easy to work with and super professional. They made it look easy and worked tirelessly. These guys are super strong. Thanks for making our move hassle free and easy.



[image: Sarah McMurray]
Sarah McMurray1711749944

If you want movers who are professional and take good care of your furniture, I highly recommend Smart Express. Navi and Tony from Karan's team went the extra mile, in that not only were they  prompt, professional, and courteous, but they thought through and solved problems that might occur while everything was in storage. I will not be looking anywhere else for movers in the future - Smart Express exceeded my expectations by a long way.



[image: Berenise Arendse]
Berenise Arendse1711689626

Excellent Service!!!!!!!! Thank You!!!  Highly recommended!!



[image: nicky aziz]
nicky aziz1711579416

Sahil and Jelly are amazing. Comes on time. Always helpful. Really recommended.



[image: Karl Ford]
Karl Ford1711479869

We had a really pleasant experience with Tan and his team Moleni and Òfa. They were quick but nothing was rushed, and everything arrived in perfect condition.Would highly recommend using Smart express to anyone who is unsure, we will be using you guys again.Thanks
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Rob Latchford1711436942

Very happy with the sofa delivery by Mickey and Garry to my home in Glen Innes, Auckland. Access to the front door is a little tight but they were able to carry the heavy items in without too many issues.  Thanks.



[image: Mark Clayton]
Mark Clayton1711354380

A good quality company, with great individual teams of movers.  Super happy.  This is our second time using this company.
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Terry Humphries1711348278

Prompt service, friendly guys who went out of their way to be helpful, very happy to use them again.
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Sarah Naude1711328854

Amazing service. Fantastic communications and alerts to arrival and drop off. Very considerate transport with wrapping protection. Extremely friendly and efficient two delivery staff. Loved that it was a gender balanced team - awesome to have a female team member - very impressed!!!! Will definitely use Smart Express again.
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ebiz Hong1711311183

Job very well done. Came right on time, moving everything with super care. A big thank-you
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star brite studio1711247803

I cant thank Dallas Jarrad and his team of expert movers enough.My move was so overwhelming but they were kind, efficient, went the extra mile, friendly, worked tirelessly, packed the truck expertly and made sure everything was where we wanted it before they left.I really appreciated the kōrero and humour. Could not have asked for more and their price was awesome. Value ++++ for moneyTHANKYOU THANKYOU THANKYOU



[image: Weam Alhakeem]
Weam Alhakeem1710999360

Excellent service. Very nice and professional young men (Ashi / Naveen). Delivered my lounge suite and put it where I needed it and took away all packaging. Highly recomended A+++
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Don Winterburn1710869859

Tan and his team consisting of Moleni and Ofa  were absolutely amazing. Absolute gentleman with a kind and patient demeanour that made what is normally the stressful experience of house moving an absolute pleasure - 10/10 can’t recommend them highly enough!!!



[image: Mike Cooper]
Mike Cooper1710803335

Great service nice guys.Thank you very much 😊 ☺️
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Maria Jakicevich1710481957

Smart Express Moving we’re awesome the two guys that shifted us were polite and efficient and would 100% use again!!



[image: Marissa Mönnig]
Marissa Mönnig1710465626

Had an awesome experience with SmartExpress. Tan, Moleni and Ofa was a great team that took great care in handling our belongings and taking on challenges with enthusiasm.
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John Haurua31709965212

Awesome service



[image: Elizabeth Cole]
Elizabeth Cole1709964164

Couldn't be happier with my service from Smart Express - had a bunch of bulky furniture items to be moved up and down stairs and around tricky corners and they got it done carefully, efficiently, and with a great attitude. Even managed to get in a tricky shaped sofa in through a window which we were sure wasn't going to make it into our new place as it ended up being too big for the stairwell. Thank you guys so much - you made a stressful moving experience breezy!



[image: Tiffany Smith]
Tiffany Smith1709800636

Thank you for the very professional and friendly service. Will definitely be back as the crew really went above and beyond in helping us today through the care they took in moving our office.



[image: Lorin]
Lorin1709703679

Excellent service, great communication and the guys on the day were amazing, friendly, efficient, all you could ask for.



[image: Viv Canham]
Viv Canham1709434209

Had just an amazing experience with the fantastic team of movers that did just an absolutely fantastic job this week. The three man team were Tan, Moleni and Paul and they were just awesome. They were super strong, hustling all the time (no slacking), very careful with all of my possessions and extremely friendly and patient. If I have to move again  or if asked for a moving company recommendation I would definitely recommend Smart Express!!!



[image: Bernadette]
Bernadette1709248820

Great communication throughout. Efficient,friendly, professional and fast! Would definitely use again. Thank you for a stress free move.
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Tristan Davies1709247964

Abhi and Naveen were very helpful



[image: Jasmine Lee Daji]
Jasmine Lee Daji1709241426

Efficient, easy to work with and all in all informative. Great service!
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J J1709155312

Love and ranjit were great at delivering, and unpacking our couches! Prompt and safely done! Thanks so much.



[image: carol brown]
carol brown1709108546

Two lovely lads from Smart Express did my move today and it was a very smooth process.  Excellent communication and they coped well with less than perfect access at both ends.  Would have no problems recommending Smart Express for a smooth furniture removal experience.



[image: Roy Welsford]
Roy Welsford1709018552

Awsome guys very polite and helpful



[image: debbieclasper]
debbieclasper1708926157

Amazing team, just got on with doing the job. On time, excellent communication and fast. Thanks again.



[image: JD]
JD1708727030

Ahbi and Naveen was very professional and friendly from the moment he arrived. Gave us a call before arriving and arrived on time. Props to them and the team.



[image: Kate Boyden]
Kate Boyden1708722012

Awesome service - friendly, reliable and efficient.We’re very mindful of the spaces and taking care of furniture and the new home.Thoroughly recommend as an excellent moving service



[image: Nina Dyer]
Nina Dyer1708666604

Great moving company in Tāmaki Makaurau, I put in a desperate short-notice request because another job fell through and Smart Express saved the day. Their customer service rep was kind and efficient, and their movers expertly navigated narrow streets carefully and took care when handling fragile items. Communication was easy and the amount quoted was the same amount charged at the end of the job. Easily made payment by eftpos once the goods were unloaded. Will be contracting this company again for future moves!



[image: Prasanna Gulasekharam]
Prasanna Gulasekharam1708378255

Highly recommend Smart Express. Fantastic communications and delivery by their team. Special thanks to Kyle, Mike & Kayden for their efforts



[image: Michael Thorburn]
Michael Thorburn1708297416

Allan, Leo and the team did a great job. The guys provide a super efficient and friendly service at reasonable rates, saving people a lot of hassles and time normally associated with moving house or flat.Faultless service provided ahead of schedule and under budget!Highly recommend.



[image: Alex Goldberg]
Alex Goldberg1708143069

Absolutely thrilled with the outstanding service provided by Smart Express! From start to finish, they handled our move from Auckland to Tauranga with utmost professionalism and care. Allan, in particular, went above and beyond to ensure every aspect of our relocation was seamlessly coordinated. Their team expertly packed our three-bedroom house, ensuring nothing was damaged during transit. We couldn't be happier with the level of service and attention to detail. Highly recommend Smart Express to anyone in need of a reliable and efficient moving company!



[image: Kawhena Marshall]
Kawhena Marshall1708131812

OMG you guys are amazing.Karan Team thank yous. The two guys were absolutely amazing they packed and moved my stuff and also places everything nicely they went above and beyond.Will be definitely using againHIGHLY RECOMMENDLove you guys



[image: Jane Hawkes]
Jane Hawkes1708036552

Very friendly helpful team. Arrived right in time when they said they would and great communication.



[image: Chris Grantham]
Chris Grantham1708034547

Prabhakar and Rishu delivered and set up a mobility assist bed for my wife on Wednesday.  Their service was EXCELLENT,  friendly and helpful.  MUCH appreciated, they do Smart Express proud!



[image: Ewen J. Dawe]
Ewen J. Dawe1707982449

We had Yad & Prabh help move our household items into storage and they were both very helpful and professional.  Both men took extra care to ensure none of our items were damaged and I will hire their services again.



[image: IAN LUDWIG]
IAN LUDWIG1707887841

Very helpful clean tidy and polite young menThese guys deserve support



[image: Christine Henderson]
Christine Henderson1707860166

I highly recommend this moving company. I have used them twice now and both times they were fantastic. On time, friendly and took extra good care of all of the items - and nothing is a problem for them. Moving is very stressful and they take all that stress away - thanks guys !!



[image: Yuriy Yanchyn]
Yuriy Yanchyn1707772603

Mickey and Garry did an excellent job delivering and assembling our new furniture. All promptly and carefully.Thanks guys!



[image: Andrea Yearsley]
Andrea Yearsley1707761106

So happy with the service I received today moving for a staging job, seemless, punctual and fast thanks guys much appreciated



[image: Jacqueline White]
Jacqueline White1707725959

We have just had a phenomenal experience with Smart Express. The guys that packed up my parents’ house were outstanding. They arrived at 9 am and worked smoothly as a team to ensure that everything was packed both accurately and safely. We appreciated that they sought clarification if they had a question, rather than guessing.It proved to be a long day, but their dedication to the job was obvious. In the end, we had a whole house packed and unloaded, without a single piece of damage or anything going missing. And they were $1500 cheaper than the other quote!!Thanks to Dan for doing all of the initial scoping work and Kyle, Mike and Steve for a fantastic job on a hot, hot day.



[image: Meenakshi Kalyanpur]
Meenakshi Kalyanpur1707718536

They 2 boys who helped me move houses this morning were very friendly and helpful. Easy to work with and moved all the items with love without any damage. Everything was done in an hour and the pricepoint was amazing. Very satisfied and will recommend to friends and family
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JL Wang1707535773

Jazz and lal did great job



[image: Paul Becker]
Paul Becker1707425142

Mickey and Gary gave excellent service, arrived on time, assembled the furniture and took away all the cartons. Thanks and highly recommend.
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Tracy Bowker1707374667

It was a hot day. Move went well. James and Mavinda did a great job. All went well.



[image: manilal krishinchand]
manilal krishinchand1707370710

Good service, punctual, polite and committed to the client.  Feedback and updated along the way. A little pricey, but you get what you pay for.  Good service, well done.



[image: Philip Robinson]
Philip Robinson1707369976

These guys go beyond what you would expect. Talk about awesome service. I couldn’t recommend them highly enough. Spot on, first time. You will be my first call if I need your services again.  Thanks
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Lissa Grigson1707348007

Tan and the boys made our move seamless and hassle free. Great at packing up and unpacking. So helpful and just great guys who took care of our furniture. 100% recommend.



[image: Susan Duckmanton]
Susan Duckmanton1707339435

Would like to thank Mickey and Garry. Great communication, nothing was a problem and they took the packaging/rubbish away.We’re here when they said they would be. Fantastic service and highly recommend.
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Bren Lawrey1707281149

Josh and Elijah were fantasticExcellent service thank you 🙏



[image: Danny Ledger]
Danny Ledger1707279187

Hamish's team in Auckland were superb. Went the extra mile with the unloading and super friendly. Highly recommended.



[image: rowena]
rowena1707263621

Friendly team, awesome efficiency, no fuss. Thanks to Cory's team.
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Noman Q1707015436

Top service. Have used them twice. Their customer care reps are clear on the booking details. The guys on the ground are professional, quick and efficient.Cheers!



[image: Margie]
Margie1706946838

Top service from Smart Express, the guys were efficient and quickly had our small move completed. Polite and friendly service.
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Phil Sneddon1706920499

On time. Fast. Efficient. Friendly.



[image: 黑羊新西兰]
黑羊新西兰1706915813

Mickey and Garry  does nice job



[image: Alex Patchett]
Alex Patchett1706905576

Tan, Mo and Ofa were absolutely magnificent! They carefully moved all my heavy furniture up a flight of stairs with no damage.Very pleasant guys to deal with! Would definitely book them again!Thanks guys!! ☺️



[image: Racheal Adlam]
Racheal Adlam1706858049

Great experience. Super easy to book. Great communication on the day about expected arrival times. The guys went above and beyond in helping move a desk in the office that was not part of the job scope. Would definitely recommend.
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Anne McKey1706855853

Excellent service and communication. Efficient delivery and customer care.
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Neil Moore1706853185

Top notch guy's very hard working, highly recommended.Neil.
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Katrina and Marcus Oxenham1706816035

The guys were really polite and great at communicating when they would be coming.



[image: Chris Marlow]
Chris Marlow1706779252

Mickey and Gary delivered the furniture satisfactorily, very helpful, however, the base lining of the ottoman is ripped. One of the deluvery guys took a photoof the rip at the time, saying it happened when the packaging was removed, and said the ottoman could  be replaced.Please see photo below.
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Lisa Hartnett1706749380

Very impressed with Tan, Jay and Sam who came and moved everything from my old house plus a full container to my new home. This included a massive dog kennel and spa pool. A huge job and they were fast and efficient. A special thanks to Mike the company’s owner for organising such a smooth transition. I can highly recommend these guys, and I’m very grateful for their wonderful service.
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Maria Jelley1706584167

The Team were good communicators, on time, extremely considerate & took special care to ensure the furniture was safely moved ... large items were wrapped in blankets & strapped securely in the truck.  We found them personable, quick & very efficient.  Would definitely use them again.
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Karan Desai1706310017

Karan Yad and Guri - brilliant work. We're creative in getting all the furniture in with no damage.Took great care and also provided great adviceWould definitely book them in again for a move hands down.
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PAUL BRAVO1706249373

On time, good communication,  very friendly and we would use them again.
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Graeme Miller1706249290

Great job thanks!
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Kim Fuhlendorff1706168269

Excellent service & staff.
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Samantha Joyce1706142348

Cannot rate these guys enough! This is the third time we’ve used this company and each time has been excellent. Tan, Jay, Mo you guys were incredible! Louise who booked the job was very professional and even did a follow up call the day before to confirm. We can’t thank you enough! 10/10
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Gavin Anstis1706077356

Fantastic service. The two crew members that did the move were great, couldn't have asked for more. Highly recommended, would use again.
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Glenys Calder1706035414

Thanks for moving 3 pieces of heavy furniture yesterday.Communication was excellent.Booking was effortless,and efficient.Team were able to pickup earlier,called and gave us time to reschedule.We will recommend this company to our friends and family.Kind regards.Glenys
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james woodbridge1705904975

Fantastic day with the Smart Express guys. Worked hard all day and turned 2 days into 1. Super impressed and very accommodating.
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nick macdonald1705709677

Just got our bed delivered by Ben and Miami from Smart Express. 5 stars for the boys, they bought everything up 3 flights of stairs in the scorching sun no worries. Even set up the bed for us too! Very polite and friendly 😀
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maryanne corbett1705644495

Tan, Jay and Mo were absolutely awesome. Very professional, quick and efficient. Made our move a far more pleasant experience than I was anticipating. Would definitely use Smart Express again. I would highly recommend them. 10/10
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Fiona Cole1705518107

Arrived exactly on time, fast friendly and super helpful and my mother in law at the other end of the delivery was also very impressed
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Bernadette Fisk1705482128

Outstanding service! Movers from another company turned up to help us move but didn’t bring any packing material and didn’t know what they were doing - so we panic called Smart Express Movers and they came the following day to move and pack everything for us. So professionally packed and put into storage. So grateful! We left for Aus 3 days later and thanks to them they turned our very stressful situation around. Thank you!! Highly recommend!!!
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Bruce Hardham1705471007

Excellent experience for us -packed, moved and unpacked saved us a huge job. Justin and his crew were very friendly, thorough in the whole process, and totally eased the stress levels.
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Ken & Mary Finlayson1705394243

Loved these guys
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Maree CW1705377012

What a great service, I had Jack and Noah assist with my move and they were fabulous, kind, courteous, respectful, efficient and knowledgeable. Would definitely recommend
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Tony elliott1705195334

Very easy to deal with. Fast and efficient with zero hassle. Excellent moving guys. Friendly and very polite. Most definitely recommend. Will not hesitate to use Smart Express again.
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margaret Walsh1705044382

The two gentlemen were exceedingly polite and worked efficiently and carefully not to knock walls . Would recommend this team to all.
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Andrew Webb1704763945

I highly recommend this company! We moved our grand-daughter & family from Tauranga to Waihi and they made the move painless and smooth. From the outset from booking to final delivery they gave quality and friendly service and we had no damage or missing items. All at a very affordable price compared to other moving companies. Our family would like to thank the staff! A big THANK YOU Smart Express Movers.
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Ravin Nair1704760831

Used Smart Express for moving some household items and the service was exceptional. Great communication from start, hardworking staff who made my moving experience very easy and pleasant. I highly recommend anyone wanting to use them for any small/big jobs. Pricing is reasonable for the service provided, also knowing you dealing with professionals who are experienced and very reliable. There were some heavy items needing to go to 1st floor and I was just impressed with how this was executed and completed with ease. Will surely use them again in future.
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Vanessa tomich1704394356

these guys are amazing ! the best service , communication and really lovely people . Thanks for making our move super easy
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CJ McEwan1703967510

4th time I've used Smart Express. Says it all. Highly recommend
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qian shi1703795086

We are very satisfied with this company's service. Especially for the two movers - Ki  & Dallas. They are professional, experienced and well organized for the moving. They are so helpful & friendly. They helped me to move the house and put everything in a good position.  We want to give them a big thanks. Thank you Ki & Dallas!
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Mona Aziz1703234482

Fantastic team, great service. Very reliable and easy to deal with. Highly recommend
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Ula Heywood1703229028

Great communication and friendly guys who went out of their way to help us out.  Recommend!
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Martin Owens1703220991

Nav and Ranbir delivered to me in Waimauku..excellent professional  service..very accommodating guys who are happy in their work nothing too much trouble..highly recommend
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PHONE US 7 DAYS 7AM TO 7PM


		SMART EXPRESS AUCKLAND
  	09 22 22 555 

		SMART EXPRESS TAURANGA
  	07 22 20 555 

			SMART EXPRESS HAMILTON
  07 22 22 555




EMAIL US FOR A FAST QUOTE


		SMART EXPRESS AUCKLAND
  	auckland@smartexpress.co.nz 

		SMART EXPRESS TAURANGA
  	tauranga@smartexpress.co.nz 

			SMART EXPRESS HAMILTON
  hamilton@smartexpress.co.nz
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